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Latest News

Since September 2014 (ACCU Meeting #105)

- Globally, scope of the plan confirmed
- Individual Benefit Guide reviewed
- Table of Benefits reviewed
- “Conformity” with LAMal and CHIS scrutinized
  - Some additional treatments considered
  - Consequence, monthly premium = EUR 139.- / pers.
- Plan reviewed by CERN Legal Service ✔
- Plan reviewed by Permanent Mission of Switzerland ✔
Where do we stand?

- Ind. Benefit Guide ✔
- Table of Benefits ✔
- Info website UO ✔
- Info website AWC ✔
- Subscription form ✔
- Info flyers ✔
- Info brochures ✔
- Info booth → MPAs ✔
- Info → secretaries ✔
Next Steps ➔ Full Mode

AWC ➔ upload plan in AWC production IT servers

Green light from AWC Legal Service
Next Steps \rightarrow Transient Mode

- Subscription as from **2 December 2014 17:00**
- MPAs and family not “staying” in Switzerland
- 180 days limitation

Then (as from January 2015), **discussions**:
- To open the plan to MPAs “staying” in Switzerland
- To remove the 180-day constraint

**Almost there…**
Thank you for your attention